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Read Without Walls* 

MPSA Genre Reading Challenge Spring 2020 

 

 

FAQs: 

What are the genres?   

The ten genres in the Fiction section: 

• Adventure,  

• Animal Stories,  

• Fantasy,  

• Historical Fiction,  

• Humor,  

• Mystery,  

• Realistic Fiction,  

• Scary,  

• Science Fiction, and  

• Sports Fiction 

Plus, three genres in the Dewey numbered 

Nonfiction section of the library: 

• Poetry, (811) 

• Folklore, (398.2) and  

• Nonfiction (all other Dewey numbers and 

Biography) 

What: Students choose to read (and complete) a book in 9 of the 13 

genres found in the MPSA library. Students who choose to read a book in 

each of the 13 genres will receive extra recognition. 

Who: 3rd – 5th graders 

When: Between March 9 and May 29, 2020 

Why: To be curious in our reading for pleasure choices, expand reading 

interests, and more fully understand the characteristics of different genres 

in literature. 

Where: Read at home, at school, at the park, on the bus, etc.! All other 

materials you need are in the school library. 



* Reading Without Walls was the theme of Gene Luen Yang’s tenure as National Ambassador for Young People’s 

Literature. We are adapting this theme for our genre challenge. 

How will I keep track of what I read? You will have your own genre tracking sheets in the 

school library. 

Will there be a test? No, but you will be expected to discuss the books briefly with a 

member of the library staff for us to sign off on completing a genre. 

Will you tell us which books to read? Of course not! We are happy to make 

recommendations – and would love to do so. We want you to explore and discover the 

variety of literature within a genre itself.  

Is there a minimum number of pages for a book to count? Think about what challenges 

and interests you. If you think the book isn’t “long enough” to count, you may be right.  � 

Do graphic adaptations and audiobooks count?  Yes and yes. 

 

Students who complete the Read Without Walls Genre Reading Challenge will be invited to 

a special event in the library the first week of June. Students who read in all 13 genres will 

receive special recognition during the Summer Reading Book Fair the last week of school. 

 

Other questions may be directed to Mrs. Jopeck or Mr. Roberts. 

Happy Reading! 

 


